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kneel to tie wires, and has clean place to work.

Delivery of bales to front keeps them out of dirt 
and chaff of pitching.

Self Feed
Does away with hand feed and increases capa

city. It carries the hay from hopper into pressing 
chamber. It is positive and automatic in action. 
Feeder is connected to and operates with press 
plunger. Team furnishes power for its operation.
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press, and yet the lightest in draft.
The illustration at the left shows the extreme 

simplicity of press power. You who have had 
experience with the intricate parts of other presses, 
will instantly recognize the advantage of this. 
No springs, cams, triggers or chains to burden the 
horses and get out of order.

This simplicity of the Dain Power makes it 
durable and not easily disabled, so costly delays 
are done away with.

Light Draft
No heavy pitman for horses to step over, light, 

ens draft, and overcomes a great danger. This 
also increases capacity, as horses do not have to 
slow up to step over high obstruction.

Top price pales are always insured by the 
Dain patent tucker, it automatically folds each 
charge of hay, making neat, smooth, square-ended 
bales. Tucker also prevents hay from wedging 
between plunger and top of bale case and lightens 
draft.

You cannot find a hay press that *iU contain
near the number of devices for st”“— -----
increasing capacity, giving greater dd 
giving satisfaction, as found on the Da
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The Pres» Power
Don’t waste your work. The same degree of effort with a Dain Self Feed Pull Power Press will 

accomplish greater results than you will get from any other type of horse power press.
Write and get full particulars. See your nearest John Deere Dealer.

;ohn Deere Plow Company,Winnipeg, SÊà», Saskatoon,
__ ry, Lethbridge, 

Edmonton

You u« this advertisement in this magazine. Don't forget to say so when writing.


